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ABSTRACT: Tremendous low-grade heat (i.e., <130 °C)
exists in solar thermal, geothermal, and industrial waste
heat. Efficient conversion of low-grade heat to electricity
can recover these wasted resources and reduce energy
consumption and carbon footprint. Along with thermo-
electrics and thermogalvanic cells, thermally regenerative
electrochemical cycle (TREC) has attracted wide attention
recently, because it has a high temperature coefficient (>1
mV/K), high efficiency, and low cost. In TREC, conversion
to electricity is realized by charging−discharging an
electrochemical cell at different temperatures. In this Perspective, we will discuss the principle of TREC and recent
progress, such as new material systems and mechanisms. More importantly, we will give our opinions on the challenges and
future directions of this field, including fundamental understanding, material design, and system engineering.

Atremendous amount of low-grade heat (e.g., < 130 °C)
exists around us in various forms, such as solar/
geothermal heat1,2 and waste heat3 produced by vehicles

and industries (Figure 1a).4 A large portion of primary energy
produced in the world is rejected as low-grade waste heat because
of the inefficiencies during the energy conversion; for example, in
the U.S., the portion rejected as low-grade heat reached 66.4% in
2016.5 Therefore, the conversion and reuse of low-grade heat is
one of the most promising ways to solve worldwide energy
challenges. However, the conversion of low-grade thermal
energy to other types of energy, such as electricity, remains
highly challenging as a result of the distributed nature of heat
sources and the low temperature differential with the environ-
ment.
Among the various approaches for harvesting heat, thermo-

electrics has been one of the most promising and widely
investigated. Thermoelectric devices are based on the voltage
generated across a conductive material under a temperature
gradient, the so-called Seebeck effect. The effect is described
using the Seebeck coefficient, defined as the ratio of voltage
difference and temperature difference (S = dV/dT). The
efficiency of a thermoelectric device is determined by the figure

of merit = σZT S T
k

2

where σ and k are the electrical and the

thermal conductivities, respectively.6,7 For practical low-temper-
ature thermoelectric applications, a ZT of 3−4 is desirable.6,8

However, despite remarkable progress in recent years, ZT
remains below 1.5 at temperatures <150 °C. One major reason
for this is that S is only about 0.2 mV/K for state-of-the-art
materials.
A phenomenon that is apparently similar to the Seebeck effect

exists in electrochemical systems, arising from the temperature

dependence of electrode potential in electrochemical reactions.
For an electrochemical reaction (A + ne− → B), the temperature

coefficient (α) of its electrode potential is α = = −V
T

S S
nF

d
d

B A ,

where SA and SB are the partial molar entropies of A and B,
respectively, and F is the Faraday constant.9 For some systems, α
can be as high as 1−3mV/K, one order of magnitude higher than
S of thermoelectric materials, making them attractive for heat
harvesting.10−12 There are two major approaches to utilize such
temperature coefficients. The first is to employ a thermogalvanic
cell in the same configuration as a thermoelectric device.13,14

However, in a thermogalvanic cell, as ion transport occurs
simultaneously with thermal conduction, the efficiency is limited
by the low ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. As a result, the
typical efficiency is limited to an equivalent ZT of <0.1 (e.g.,
efficiency is 0.7% of Carnot efficiency (ηc) at ΔT = 5K).12,15,16

The second approach is to create a thermodynamic cycle,
termed thermally regenerative electrochemical cycle (TREC).17

In TREC, an electrochemical cell is constructed to have two
different electrodes, with a temperature coefficient (αcell) that is
the difference between the temperature coefficient of the positive
electrode (α+) and that of the negative electrode (α−). αcell =
ΔScell/nF, where ΔScell is the total entropy change in the full cell
reaction. If αcell > 0, the cell is first heated to a high temperature
(TH), and discharged at TH. Subsequently, the cell is cooled to a
low temperature (TL) at open circuit, where the open-circuit
voltage becomes smaller because of a positive αcell; then the cell is
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recharged at TL to the initial state of charge (SOC) to complete a
cycle (Figure 1b). If αcell < 0, the cell is first cooled to TL and
discharged; it is then heated to TH and recharged to initial SOC
(Figure 1c). Both thermodynamic cycles shift the charging curve

lower than the discharging curve as compared to the typical
charging and discharging process; therefore, net work is
produced during these cycles because of the voltage differences.
Decades ago, TREC received significant attention, but the focus
was mostly on high-temperature thermal energy (>500 °C).17

Recently, multiple TREC systems for harvesting low-grade heat
have been reported.8−22 For example, Lee et al. have
demonstrated a TREC system with a 3.7% efficiency (25% of
ηc) when only active materials are considered. In this Perspective,
we focus on TREC for harvesting low-grade heat. Starting with a
discussion of the working principle and theory of TREC, we then
review recent progress in the field and present our thoughts on
the challenges that lie ahead and future directions for research.
Working Principle and Theory. As defined, TREC is a

thermodynamic cycle, where heat is absorbed at TH and partially
rejected atTL. The difference is converted to electrical work. This
can be clearly seen in the temperature−entropy plot (Figure 2a).

The efficiency (η) of TREC can be calculated as the net work
(W) divided by the thermal energy input. If the enthalpy change
ΔH and the entropy changeΔS are assumed to be the same at TH
and TL, which is a good approximation when ΔT = (TH − TL) is
not large, the maximum W is ΔTΔS. The energy input to
complete the cycle includes two parts: heat absorbed atTH (QH =
THΔS) and external heat required to raise the temperature of the
system (QHR). As part of heat rejected from the cooling process
can be reused for the heating process through heat recuperation,
QHR can be expressed as QHR = (1 − ηHR)CpΔT, where Cp is the
total heat capacity of the electrochemical cell and ηHR is the
efficiency of the heat recuperation, defined as the ratio of heat
transfer from the cooling process to the heating process to energy
needed for heating the cell fromTL toTH. Consequently, η can be
expressed as20

η
η

=
+

=
Δ Δ −

Δ + − Δ
W

Q Q
T S E

T S C T(1 )H HR

loss

H HR p (1)

where Eloss is the energy loss due to the cell electrical resistance
(I(RH + RL)). I is the current used in discharging and charging.
RH and RL are the internal resistance at TH and TL, respectively.
Note thatΔTΔS = αcellQcΔT, whereQc is the charge capacity of
the cell and αcell is the temperature coefficient of the
electrochemical cell. The efficiency then becomes

η η
α

η η
=

− + | |Δ
+ − | |
I R R T

Y
1 ( )/

1 (1 )/c
H L cell

c HR (2)

where Y = αcell Qc/Cp. From eq 2, we can see that when internal
resistance is neglected, the efficiency η depends on Y = αcell Qc
/Cp. Similarly, for a given electrode material, the figure of merit y
is defined as αqc/cp, where qc is the specific charge capacity and cp

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a system to harvest low-grade heat sources, with three conversion systems [thermoelectric, thermogalvanic, and
thermally regenerative electrochemical cycle (TREC)] shown. (b) Schematic of thermodynamic cycle with αcell > 0. (c) Schematic of
thermodynamic cycle with αcell < 0. Photographs in panel a are adapted with permission from ref 1 (copyright 2014 Elsevier), ref 2 (copyright
2005 Elsevier), and ref 3 (copyright 2016 Elsevier).

Both thermodynamic cycles shift the
charging curve lower than the dis-
charging curve as compared to the
typical charging and discharging proc-
ess; therefore, net work is produced
during these cycles because of the
voltage differences.
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is the specific heat of an electrode. Hence, y is a dimensionless
parameter to describe the material requirements for high
efficiency. Consequently, it is clear that a higher temperature
coefficient (α), a higher specific charge capacity (qc), and a
smaller specific heat (cp) of materials lead to higher efficiency for
heat-to-electricity conversion.20 In addition, low-voltage polar-
ization and effective heat recuperation can also improve the
efficiency. The expression for y appears to be similar to the figure

of merit, z, in thermoelectric materials, but it should be noted
that α, qc, and cp are not coupled together; therefore, it is possible
to tune them separately to maximize η. A thorough derivation of
the efficiency can be found in the literature.20

To provide a better comparison between TREC and other
techniques, the efficiency η versus Y is plotted in Figure 2b for

TL/TH of 20/60 °C, which indicates a Carnot efficiency (ηc) of
12.0%. If Y = 0.1 [e.g., αcell = 2 mV/K, specific capacity (qc) of 75
mAh/g, and specific heat (cp) of 2.7 J/g K for each electrode],
and ηHR = 50%, η can reach 4.5% and 7.5% for Eloss/ΔTΔS of 0.4
and 0, respectively. Such results illustrate the potential of TREC
for low-grade heat harvesting.
Besides conversion efficiency, power density is also an

important parameter for energy conversion. For TREC systems,

max imum power ou tpu t i s = α Δ
+P T

R Rmax
( )

8( )
cell

2

H L
, when

= α Δ
+I T

R R2( )
cell

H L
,17 and the specific power is typically in the order

of 1−10W/kg, which is about 1−2 orders of magnitude less than
that of thermoelectric devices. The major reason for the low
power density is high cell resistance, which originates from the
much slower transport of ions than of electrons. One important
focus of recent studies has been how to improve battery kinetics
to enhance power density.23,24

Recent Progress on TREC. The concept of TREC dates back to
1886, when Case first reported a system based on Sn|Sn(II),
Cr(III), Cr(II)|carbon with TL/TH of 10/90 °C.25 After that, the
major interest was to harvest high-temperature heat (>500 °C)
for aerospace and nuclear applications by 1970s using designs
like molten metal/halide cells. A good summary of work prior to
1980 can be found in a report by NREL.17 However, harvesting
low-grade heat by TREC had not been well studied because of

Figure 2. (a) Temperature−entropy (T−S) diagram of a thermally regenerative electrochemical cycle (TREC) between TL and TH. (b) Thermal
to electricity efficiency of TREC when TL/TH is 20/60 °C. Black dotted lines correspond to zero energy losses (Eloss) from cell resistance. Red
lines correspond to a Eloss = 40% of the theoretical energy gain (ΔTΔS). For each color, the graphs correspond to heat recuperation efficiencies
ηHR of 0.8, 0.5, and 0 from top to bottom. The ZT values on the right-hand axis are theoretical values required by thermoelectric devices (working
between 20 and 60 °C) to reach corresponding efficiencies. Panel a is adapted with permission from ref 20. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing
Group.

The expression for y appears to be
similar to the figure of merit, z, in
thermoelectric materials, but it should
be noted that α, qc, and cp are not
coupled together; therefore, it is possi-
ble to tune them separately to max-
imize η.

Table 1. Comparison of the TREC Systems

system (positive
electrode, negative

electrode) α+ (mV/K) α− (mV/K) αcell (mV/K)

ion-
selective
membrane

electrical
assistance efficiency (%) ref

Fe(CN)6
3−/4−,

Cu(NH3)4
2+/

Cu(NH3)2
+

−1.6 ± 0.025 1.39a −2.9 yes no 8.30−12.40 (30−90 °C with 100% ηHR) 18, 26

CuHCF, Cu/Cu2+ −0.36 0.83 −1.20 yes yes 3.70 (10−60 °C with 0% ηHR) 5.70 (10−60 °C
with 50% ηHR)

20, 26

Fe(CN)6
3−/4−,

FeHCF
1.46 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.03 −1.45 ± 0.03 yes no 2.00 (20−60 °C with 70% ηHR) 21, 26

Cu2+/Cu, Cu/
Cu(NH3)4

2+
−0.3 −1.0 _ yes no 0.86 (25−70.6 °C with 0% ηHR) 19, 27

NiHCF, Ag/AgCl −0.62 0.12 −0.74 no yes 3.50 (15−55 °C with 70% ηHR) 28
activated carbon on
both electrodes

_ _ 0.6 no yes 5.00 (0−65 °C theoretical value) 22

aThis value was calculated according to the entropy change listed in ref 18.
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the limited efficiencies, which arise from the voltage gain
(|αcellΔT|) being similar to resistive losses (I(RH + RL)). In recent
years, various redox pairs with fast kinetics have been reported
and have led to novel material systems which can enhance TREC
efficiency for low-grade heat harvesting. In this section, we review
representative examples, summarized in Table 1, to illustrate
their underlying concepts and performance.
Fe(CN)6

3−/4−, Cu(NH3)4
2+/Cu(NH3)2

+ System. Hammond et
al. demonstrated a TREC system to convert low-grade heat
directly from solar energy to electrical energy in 1979.18 As
shown in Figure 3, two cells, one at TH (hot state) and the other

at TL (cold state), are connected by pumps which recycle the
reaction products. In each cell, two half-reactions are separated
by membranes which allow only the passage of charge carriers of
M+ and X−. The cycle is realized by continuous electrochemical
reaction of A and B to produce C and D in the hot cell and the
reaction of C and D to produce A and B in the cold cell. The
voltage difference in the two cells due to temperature effect
provides power to the external load (RL). In such a design,
reaction products in one cell flow to the other by pump, leading
to continuous operation and regeneration of reactants. The two
redox pairs Cu(NH3)4

2+/Cu(NH3)2
+ (corresponding to A/C)

and Fe(CN)6
4−/3− (corresponding to B/D) result in a high αcell

of −2.9 mV/K, which is among the highest values reported to
date. The specific reaction in the hot cell and cold cell (reverse
reaction) is given by

+

↔ + +

+ −

+ −

Cu(NH ) Fe(CN)

Cu(NH ) Fe(CN) 2NH
3 4

2
6

4

3 2 6
3

3

The design was reported to achieve an η equivalent to 50−75% of
ηc between 30 and 90 °C, with an assumption of 100% heat
recuperation. However, it is restricted by a large internal
resistance and suffers from poor stability due to the precipitation
of Cu2Fe(CN)6 several hours into its operation.
Prussian Blue Analog-Based Systems. Soluble redox pairs have

fast kinetics to reduce cell resistance for TREC; however, the
typically low solubility of redox ions (e.g., 0.4 M for
Fe(CN)6

3−/4−) indicates low qc and high cp. Thus, significant
energy is needed to heat the electrolyte. As practical heat
recuperation can reach only 80−90% for fluidic systems, this
remarkably reduces the overall conversion efficiency. To address

this issue, a team led by Yi Cui and Gang Chen demonstrated
several TREC systems based on solid Prussian blue analog
(PBA)materials with high specific capacity, low specific heat, and
fast kinetics. In PBAs, transition-metal ions are linked by cyano
groups to form a rock salt-type network, and alkaline ions sit in
the center of each cube. Prussian blue analog has an open
structure, resulting in an extremely fast kinetics and good stability
upon ion insertion and removal. Therefore, a long cycle life
>10 000 times is attained.29

The first demonstrated PBA-based TREC consists of copper
hexacynoferrate (CuHCF) cathode and Cu/Cu2+ anode in an
aqueous electrolyte. The system has a high αcell of up to −1.2
mV/K (Table 1). When the cell is charged at TH (60 °C) and
then discharged at lower temperature TL (10 °C) at a higher
voltage (Figure 4a,b), the electrical energy produced is 5.2 J/g.
The thermal to electricity conversion efficiency reaches 3.7%,
which is equivalent to 25% of ηc, even without heat recuperation.
At ηHR conservatively assumed at 50%, the conversion efficiency
can be significantly increased to 5.7%.
The demonstrated TREC system requires external electricity

to charge the battery back to its initial state. To resolve this
shortcoming, the authors of the study designed a charging-free
electrochemical cell as depicted in Figure 4c.21 The overall
energy-harvesting cycle is the same as that in the previous case.
However, at the neutral state, both electrodes have same
electrochemical potential, and the signs of the temperature
coefficient of the electrodes are opposite. Therefore, the change
of temperature from T1 to T2 switches the polarity of the cell and
the cell can be discharged at both temperatures without applying
an external voltage. The key aspect of the improved system is the
choice of the electrode materials such that voltage change due to
temperature variation is larger than cell voltage. The full cell
voltage change versus time during the thermodynamic cycle is
shown in Figure 4d. The corresponding η is 0.68% without any
heat recuperation and 2.0% with ηHR of 0.7.
The systems mentioned above all need to use certain ion

exchange membranes to avoid the mixing of cathode and anode.
However, such membranes not only increase the overall cost of
the system but also reduce the system efficiency and long-term
cycling, as it is difficult to completely block the penetration of the
ions after prolonged operation. Membraneless systems can be
used, with the restriction that that any chemical species soluble in
the electrolyte should not induce adverse side-reactions other
than the desired half-cell reactions. In a recent report, such a
system is demonstrated with nickel hexacynoferrate (NiHCF)
cathode, Ag/AgCl anode,28 in which no adverse side reaction is
introduced as shown below:

+ + →+ −Cathode: KNiFe(CN) K e K NiFe(CN)6 2 6

+ → +− −Anode: Ag Cl AgCl e

During long-term operation, the system shows a low capacity
fading rate and high Columbic efficiency at different current
rates. The corresponding thermal-to-electricity efficiency (η)
reaches 2.9% (24% of ηc) after 50 cycles at C/2 and ηHR of 0.7.
Cu-NH3/Cu(NH3)4

2+ System. The Logan group has also
demonstrated a TREC system using an ammonia-based
battery.19 In this system, they applied Cu2+/Cu as a cathode
and Cu-NH3/Cu(NH3)4

2+ as an anode. The schematic of the cell
is shown in Figure 5a. The electricity is produced by the
formation of metal ammine complexes, and the electrochemical
reactions are as follows:

Figure 3. Schematic of the Fe(CN)6
3−/4−, Cu(NH3)4

2+/ Cu(NH3)2
+

system. In this figure, the redox pairs are represented by A/C and B/
D in general. The electrodes are marked by E, semipermeable ion
transport membranes byMB, pumps by P, external load as L, and the
current-carrying ions as M+ and X−. Reproduced with permission
from ref 18. Copyright 1979 Elsevier.
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+ →+ −Cathode: Cu (aq) 2e Cu(s)2

+ → ++ −Anode: Cu(s) 4NH (aq) Cu(NH ) 2e3 3 4
2

In this system, the waste heat is used to regenerate the
electrolyte; therefore, the reactants are chemically regenerated by
thermal energy, and the thermodynamic cycle is completed. As
shown in Figure 5b, the power heavily depends on the electrolyte

concentration, because the potential difference is governed by
the Nernst equation for NH3. Increasing the anodic NH3
concentration from 1 to 3 M improved the power production
from 57 ± 2 W·m−2 to the maximum value of 136 ± 3 W·m−2.
However, the byproduct, Cu(OH)2, reduced the energy
efficiency after four cycles (Figure 5c). As a result, acid had to
be added to the catholyte to dissolve Cu(OH)2 and regenerate
the system. However, this remedy may not be suitable for

Figure 4. Schematics and performances of TREC cells with (a, b) and without (c, d) electrical assistance. (a) Electrode potential changes in
positive and negative electrodes and the full cell in an electrically assisted thermal cycle. (b) A voltage plot of the cell versus the specific capacity of
CuHCF for one thermodynamic cycle. (c) Electrode potential changes in positive and negative electrodes and the full cell in a charging-free
thermal cycle. (d) Cycling operation of the charging-free system. The cell is operated between 20 and 60 °C. Panels a, c, and d are adapted with
permission from ref 21. Copyright 2014 National Academy of Sciences. Panel b is adapted with permission from ref 20. Copyright 2014 Nature
Publishing Group.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the ammonia-based electrochemical cell for low-grade heat harvesting. Four processes are operated in this system. (b)
Change in power density with various Cu (II) and ammonia concentration. (c) Change in energy efficiency, power density, and total charge in the
ammonia-based cell over successive cycles. Reproduced with permission from ref 19. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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practical operations, making the system difficult to adapt for
long-term thermal energy harvesting.
Electrical Double-Layer-Based Cycle. Besides using entropy

change due to redox reaction, the entropy change in electrical
double-layer capacitors can also be utilized to construct a similar
cycle for harvesting thermal energy, as shown in Figure 6.
Recently, Har̈tel et al. reported a voltage change from 2.50 to
2.536 V when temperature changes from 0 to 65 °C,
corresponding to αcell of 0.6 mV/K (Figure 6b).22 Such αcell is
attributed to the change of double-layer capacitance affected by
the ionic entropy during the thermodynamic cycle. Efficiencies as
high as 5% are theoretically predicted and experimentally
demonstrated. However, the cell voltage has a linear decay in
the hot cell with a rate of −1.5 mV/min. Thus, the system needs
to be operated within a certain time scale and requires a rapid
charging and discharging process.
Challenges and Future Direction. Recent years have witnessed

plenty of progress in TRECs for harvesting low-grade heat;
however, significant improvements are still needed for use of
TRECs to be practical. This requires both fundamental
understanding of design principles and material and system
engineering. In this section, we discuss our thoughts on existing
challenges and future directions in the field, with specific
emphasis on the fundamental understanding of temperature
coefficient α, materials design, and system engineering.
Fundamental Understanding of α. A critical step in developing

high-performance TRECs is to determine a suitable redox pair
with high α. A comprehensive list of α of common redox pairs in
aqueous systems has been calculated using thermodynamic data
by deBethune et al.9 and Bratsch30 based on thermodynamic
data. Most experimental results are consistent with theoretical
calculations, but discrepancy was also observed, indicating that
more theoretical work is needed to understand α in electro-
chemical systems. Table 1 provides a list of α of key redox and
new materials in TREC.
From material thermodynamics, the total entropy change in a

chemical reaction can generally be expressed as follows: ΔS =
ΔSion + ΔSphonon +ΔSconfig + ΔSelectron + ΔSother, where the five
terms correspond to entropy of ions in electrolyte, phonon
entropy in the solid phase, configurational entropy, electron
entropy, and other entropy, respectively. Entropy of ions in an
electrolyte is fundamentally related and highly relevant to its
solvation structure and concentration. Simulations of ion
entropy have been carried out by various models, including
molecular dynamics and continuity models, and show good
consistency with experimental results.31,32 Phonon entropy can
be derived based on density functional theory calculations and
measurements of phonon density of states; a comprehensive

review of this topic can be found in the literature.33 Configura-
tional entropy is related to arrangement of ions in the solid phase.
Electron entropy is typically small, but it may play an important
role when phase transition is involved, such as in LiFePO4.

34

Although the entropy change in electrochemical reactions can
generally be described as stated above, few studies have focused
on its origins. For example, the Fultz group studied the
temperature coefficient of a Li/LiCoO2 cell and concluded that
α arises from change in phonon density of states (DOS) and
configuration entropy of Li ions.35 However, it is not yet known
how such change in phonon DOS is related to variations in
material properties such as lattice parameters, bonding strength,
and phase transition. It is also unclear why LiCoO2 and
Li(NixMnyCoz)O2 have drastically different α, although their
material structures are almost identical.36 Similarly, it is not
understood why PBAs also show different α of 0.00± 0.03mV/K
(FeHCF), −0.36 mV/K (CuHCF), and −0.62 mV/K (NiHCF)
in spite of their similar structure and reaction nature.20,21,28 In the
future, it is important to answer the following questions: How
does entropy change correlate with material structures and
properties? How can electrode structure and composition and
electrolyte be designed or chosen to optimize entropy change?
How can entropy change be better predicted by simulations?
Detailed and quantitative understanding of these topics will
advance our knowledge on the correlation between entropy
change and material structures and properties and guide the
development of high-performance electrochemical materials for
efficient conversion of heat to electricity.
Materials Design. Besides fundamental understanding to

develop materials with high α and figure of merit Y, material

design is also critical to realize high-performance devices with
high power and long cycle life. Practical TRECs may need a cycle
life of >10 000 to be economically attractive. On the basis of
phases of materials involved, there are two critical areas to focus
on.
(1) Advanced Membrane. In many TREC systems, a

membrane is needed to separate two electrolytes for the two
electrodes. Imperfections in such membranes could cause two

Figure 6. (a) Model of supercapacitor with two parallel plates in the electrolyte reservoir. (b) Variation of the open-circuit potential when cycling
the fully charged cell between 0 and 65 °C. Reproduced with permission from ref 22. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Besides fundamental understanding to
develop materials with high α and
figure of merit Y, material design is also
critical to realize high-performance
devices with high power and long cycle
life.
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problems, namely, diffusion of ions across the membrane and
direct reaction between redox on two sides of the membrane.
The first lowers the Coulombic and overall conversion
efficiencies, while the second results in precipitation on the
membrane and leads to higher resistance. For example,
Hammond et al. reported that resistance increased after several
hours because of the formation of Cu2Fe(CN)6 on the BaSO4
precipitate membrane.18 To solve these two challenges,
advanced membranes that have low or zero permeability to
reactants must be used. Such membranes can be made by
coating37,38 and even using ion-selective ceramic-based solid
electrolytes.39,40

(2) Material Engineering of Solid Electrodes. Solid electrodes
have the advantages of low specific heat and high charge capacity,
which lead to a Y value that is higher than that of liquid
electrolytes, but they typically have much slower kinetics than
soluble redox pairs. Therefore, it is important to design materials
to enable fast kinetics, with aspects such as open structure at the
molecular level, nanostructuring, and surface coating offering
scope for improvement. At the molecular level, for example,
Prussian blue analog nanoparticles may be used, as they have
open structures to facilitate ion diffusion into the solid
electrode.29 Nanostructures, on the other hand, could provide
a larger surface area and shorter diffusion paths than micrometer-
sized particles to enhance kinetics. Surface coating may also
improve interfacial ionic transport to reduce cell resistance.41

Besides fast kinetics, it is also important to design materials to
realize long-term stability, especially at elevated temperatures.
System Design. Besides developing high-performance materials

for TREC, it is also critical to design the system to efficiently
transfer and manage heat. Specifically, it is important to
effectively recuperate heat to save energy for heating cells. In
TRECs, a significant amount of energy is needed to heat cells and
can account for 60−70% of heat input in a cycle. Therefore, an
efficient recuperation system to transfer the rejected thermal

energy from the cooling phase to the heating phase can
significantly enhance efficiency. In liquid redox configurations
(e.g., Figure 3), the two electrolytes can directly act as heat-
transfer fluids and help attain heat recuperation efficiencies as
high as 80−90%. Solid cells are a more difficult problem to solve.
A direct contact between a hot cell and a cold cell can result in an
ηHR of at most 50%. However, through careful design, such as the
use of multiple heat exchangers, the recuperation efficiency can in
principle be boosted to 70−80% (Figure 7). Although efficient
concepts have been demonstrated, how to design high-efficiency
and low-cost heat recuperation systems for both liquid-based and
solid-based TREC systems remains an open question. A detailed
analysis of how heat recuperation efficiency affects overall
conversion efficiency and power can be found in the literature.42

Summary and Outlook. TREC is an electrochemical cycle for
heat harvesting, where an electrochemical cell is charged−
discharged at different temperatures, so that the discharge is at a
higher voltage and enables the heat absorbed during the cycle to
be extracted as electricity. Recent progress in materials and
systems for TRECs offer new possibilities for designing practical
systems with long-term stability and low cost. Although
significant progress has been made, there is still a lack of
fundamental understanding of temperature coefficient in TREC,
especially how it correlates with material structure and
properties. Such understanding can guide us to design new
materials with high temperature coefficient and figure of merit Y.
At the same time, advanced materials and system designs are also
needed to enhance power density, cycle life, stability at elevated
temperature, and system efficiency of TRECs. We believe that
there are still many questions to answer and plenty of
opportunities to explore from atomic to system levels. Multi-
disciplinary studies across materials science, mechanical
engineering, chemistry, chemical engineering, and computa-
tional science will lead to more advanced systems for efficient
conversion of low-grade heat to electricity in the future.

Figure 7. Heat recuperation design with heat exchangers. (a) A design for heat recuperation in TREC with heat exchangers. This design shows
four heat recuperation steps, but it can be extended to any number of recuperation steps by adding more counter-flow HXs and cells. (b) Pinch
diagram of the n = 4 step heat recuperation cycle in panel a at a given time.T1 andT10 are the temperatures of hot and cold reservoirs, respectively.
(c) Simulation results of the dependence of heat recuperation efficiency on the number of heat exchangers. The red and black lines represent heat
exchange effectiveness of 0.9 and 0.85, respectively. Panels a−c are adapted with permission from ref 20. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing
Group.
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